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1. Introduction
 Overview
The Mechanic's Edge is a powerful, easy-to-use desktop software application designed to meet
the particular business needs of maintenance and repair shops. The software is especially useful
for those who own their own heavy equipment and have taken on the obligation to maintain it
themselves. We have designed the software with several key objectives in mind:

I.

Creating Work Orders for Your Mechanics…

The Mechanic's Edge allows you to create work orders which detail the services performed and
time spent on servicing your machines. The work order module allows you to also track the parts
used (and their cost) in the performance of each task. To the extent that you need to rely on an
outside shop or contractor to work on an equipment unit, those services and their costs can be
recorded as well. The repair and service data collected for your work orders allows you to
develop a full service history for each equipment unit.

II.

Scheduling of Regular Maintenance…

The Mechanic's Edge allows you to create a maintenance schedule for each type of
equipment. For example, you can create a listing of all the services (and required parts) that
need to be performed at each 500-hour interval. In the software, you can follow each
manufacturer's detailed service schedule or even add your own tasks. Alternatively, in order to
cut down on the amount of detailed data, you can summarize the specific services into fewer
more general tasks. You control the timing and description for each service item.

III.

Tracking Part Purchases and Parts Usage. . .

The Mechanic's Edge allows you to maintain a history of your part purchases so that you can
build a history of part costs by supplier. This type of tracking can be handy when you need to
purchase a particular part again and want to determine the lowest cost supplier to use. And, of
course, you can track the usage of these parts on each piece of equipment so that the next time a
part needs to be replaced, you know the exact part number to order.

IV.

Tracking the Cost of Repairs and Service by Equipment Unit…

The Mechanic's Edge allows you to account for the cost of parts and labor for your own
machines. The system provides reports that allow you to track the parts used by each machine
over time, the cost of all parts and services used to maintain each of your machines, and a history
of each maintenance event, referenced by date and hour meter, for each of your machines.
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 Optional Modules
Managing Your Parts Inventory
The Mechanic's Edge allows you to manage an inventory of parts. For each part in stock, you
can keep track of the number in stock and the cost of each item. As you use parts on work
orders, the inventory is automatically adjusted to reflect the parts removed from stock. The cost of
each part is then assigned to the machine for which the part is used, thereby allowing you to keep
track of the cost of parts used by machine. The inventory module can be set up to allow you to
track inventory quantities & locations while allowing you to manually enter & update parts costs,
or it can be configured to manage both quantities/locations and to enforce an average costing
approach to tracking inventory costs.
Note: This feature is an add-on module to the base program.

VI.

Generating the Payroll for Your Mechanics

In the work order module, you record all the hours spent by your mechanics. These time entries
flow through into the payroll module, thereby allowing you to keep track of your mechanic's time
without reentering it. You can also enter mechanic time (for example, shop cleanup) that is not
associated with a work order, thereby rounding out a mechanic's time sheet. You can assign pay
rates (both direct and loaded) and charge-out rates for your mechanics, thereby allowing you to
calculate your mechanic payroll and to calculate a charge-out amount for third party customers.
Note: This feature is an add-on module to the base program.

VII.

Managing Sales of Parts or Services to Third Party Customers

The Mechanic's Edge also allows you to perform work or sell parts to third party customers.
Whether these activities are incidental or regular for your shop, The Mechanic's Edge will
manage all of your third party transactions. The Mechanic's Edge also provides the ability to
create invoices that detail all charges to customers.
Note: This feature is an add-on module to the base program.

 This Guide
This Guide will lead you through the basic functionality of The Mechanic's Edge. The Guide
takes you step-by-step through the process of setting up an equipment unit, creating work orders,
creating your parts list, using the scheduled maintenance feature, and reviewing reports.

*******
Caribou also offers one-on-one training assistance at affordable rates. Many users like the
specialized assistance they get through our training services and find that it jump-starts the speed
with which they can start using the software in their shop or office. If you are interested in finding
out more about these services, please call 780-865-4110, and one of our support specialists can
provide you with more information on our pricing and approach.
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2. Preliminary Set-up Work
When you first start working with the software, there will be a number of set-up lists that you need
to populate. For example, if it‟s useful to track the company names for the vendors that supply
you with parts, you‟ll need to get your vendor list set up. If you care about tracking model
numbers or manufacturers on your machines, you‟ll need to get those lists set up. If you care
about keeping a list of commonly used parts and categorizing them into different part
categories/types, you‟ll need to get those parts and categories setup.

 A Word About the “Split-View” Data Entry Window in the Mechanic‟s
Edge
As you begin navigating through the menu items and icons in The Mechanic's Edge, you will
notice that many of the windows where you enter set-up data are presented as a “split view”
window like the equipment grid. For example, here is a picture of the Parts List setup grid.

The series of buttons shown above appears at the bottom of each split-view setup window.






Print: Used to print all contents in the grid.
Export: Used to create a flat export (tab delimited file) containing all information in the
grid. Tab delimited files may be imported into programs such as Microsoft Excel or other
applications.
Delete: First, select the row or record to be deleted by clicking on the row number. Then,
click Delete to erase the record.
Copy: First, select the row to copy by placing the cursor in the row. Click copy and a new
identical record will be added either to the grid or a new window will open.
Add: Click on Add to enter a new record. Either a new line in the grid will appear or a
window will open.
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Save: Click on Save to save all changes made in the grid.

Information in a row is also saved when the cursor moves to a different row. For
example, if you edit row 3, then click into row 2, row 3 will be saved. Information in a row is
not saved if you stay on the same row, unless you hit the Save button.


OK: Use OK to close the current grid and save the last record you were editing. More
than one grid may be open at the same time.

When you are entering set up data, there will be occasions when one of the fields you are
required to enter in a grid actually draws from a setup list you have already created elsewhere.
For example, in the Parts grid above, there is a column for "Part Type." The system will only
allow you to enter a Part Type that has already been set up in the Part Type list within The
Mechanic's Edge. When you actually click into a field (such as the Part Type field below) where
you are required to select from another list you've already created, the software will present you
with that other setup list on the left side of the split view.
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3. Setup Company Information
The Mechanic's Edge allows you to enter general information specific to your company. This
information is displayed on your invoices and statements.
1.

Setup your company information:
Go to Setup | Company Information.
Company Name: The name of your
company as you would like it to appear
on (TBD)
Code/Short Name: Shows up as a
selection choice in drop down menus,
for choosing companies that appear
throughout the program. It is there so
you can select your own company
when you need to.

Logo: This is used for users that have
a customized statement which
incorporates their company logo. You
do not need to worry about this unless
you are using one of these customized
statements
Required fields are highlighted in yellow, the fields with a white background do not need to be
filled in.
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4. Add an Equipment Unit
When you set up an equipment unit, you can specify things like manufacturer, equipment type,
and model numbers. If you want to track such items, you must set up those lists before adding a
new equipment unit. You can either create these set-up lists before you start entering equipment,
or you can build the set-up lists along the way, as you work your way through each new
equipment unit.
This section of the document will start by showing you how to dive right into setting up your
equipment units, and building your related lists as you go. At the end of the section, we list out in
sequential order all these related lists, so that if you are the type of person that prefers to get the
list set-up work out of the way first, you can do so.
1.

Set up your Equipment Unit:

You should see a blank grid, which will
soon be filled with your equipment units!
Click on the Add button at the bottom of
the grid to add a new machine.

Setup | Equipment | Unit Numbers
Or use this icon:

This button takes you to a “Spec. Sheet”
for your new piece of equipment. To start
with, we will focus only on the first tab
labeled “General” as shown below
See below for an explanation of the
information you specify for each equipment
unit on this General tab.

When setting up data in the software, yellow fields are generally required, and white fields
are optional.
2.

Click OK to return to the equipment grid.

3.

Click Add to add your next piece of equipment.
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The entries on the “General” tab of the equipment specification sheet are:
Code

Short, unique alpha-numeric identification of the machine.

Description

A longer identification of the machine. Used to clarify the Code.

Equipment Type

Choose the correct Equipment Type from the dropdown list. Equipment Types
are setup under Setup | Equipment | Equipment | Equipment Types.

Owner

Choose the vendor (who owns the equipment) from the dropdown list. You
should see your own company in the list. Use it if the units belong to you. (If
you see an entry called “MYCO” (My Company), you can use that.)

Serial No.

Enter the Serial Number of the piece of equipment if desired.

Permit No.

Enter the Permit Number of the piece of equipment if desired. Both the Permit
No. and Serial No. columns may contain other pieces of tracking data.

Model Year

Model year of the machine.

Maintenance Schedule

Choose the correct Maintenance Schedule from the dropdown list.
Maintenance schedules are set up under Schedules | Basic Schedules.

Model

Choose the correct Equipment Model from the dropdown list. Equipment
Models are setup under Setup | Equipment | Equip Models.

Initial Meter

Hour meter / odometer of the machine/truck. The initial meter is the meter
state when you add the machine to The Mechanic's Edge, not the meter
when you acquired the equipment. This meter is used as the basis for
determining scheduled maintenance events in the future.

Initial Date

Date when you make the initial meter entry. Again, this is used for scheduling
maintenance tasks that are due in X number of days or months. (Most people
put today‟s date.)

Active?

The checkmark at the very top of the list of equipment information should be
checked by default to indicate the machine is active. In The Mechanic's
Edge, we do not delete machines that are sold, retired or otherwise disposed of.
We set their status to inactive so that they no longer clutter up selection lists,
but their data still remains in your database.

Once you have entered an equipment unit, you can edit it by double-clicking on the row
number of a particular unit to open the Spec Sheet for that unit.

The following list walks you through all the set-up lists that are involved in setting up machines. If
you want, you can tackle the setup lists all at once, instead of doing them bit by bit as you add
new pieces of equipment. Even if you elect to add the new items “on the fly” as you enter
equipment, it‟s still useful to know where you can review the full set of items you‟ve set up so far
for each list!
The labels in bold (e.g., Setup | Vendors) refer to the menu items to use to complete each step.
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Each of these lists (vendors, equipment type, etc.) already has an entry of “Not Applicable”,
so if you don‟t care about maintaining these lists, you can skip the set-up work for that list.
Step
1.

Comments

Set up Equipment Owner (Only needed if you service
rd
equipment units that belong to 3 parties)

Make sure that the owner of the
truck/equipment has been set up.

Setup | Vendors
2a.

Set up Equipment Type (Optional)
Setup | Equipment | Equipment Types

3.

Set up Equipment Manufacturer (Optional)
Setup | Equipment Manufacturers

4.

Set up Equipment/Truck Model Numbers (Optional)
Setup | Equipment | Equip Models

5.

Set up Maintenance Schedule (Optional)
Schedules | Basic Schedules

The equipment type is the general
type of machine, such as a dozer,
excavator, loader or skidder.
Each machine is assigned a
general equipment type.
Each machine has a model
number. In order to set up
models, however, you need to first
set the actual equipment
manufacturer (e.g. Caterpillar,
Peterbilt, etc.).
Each machine has a basic model
number or name (e.g. Cat D6D) or
Peterbilt 379). Before you add a
machine, the model must be set
up.
Each machine is assigned to a
basic maintenance schedule. You
do not have to set up all the
details for the schedule, but you
need to at least assign a name to
the schedule.
When first setting up equipment
units, most people use the “Not
Applicable” schedule initially, and
then come back and edit the
schedule when they are ready to
work with that part of the system.
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5. Work Orders
 Overview
After you have set up your machines, you can start to enter work orders. In The Mechanic's
Edge, you create work orders in order to track all your maintenance activities. Different users
have different work flows in their shops, and your physical work flow will determine how and when
you generate work orders in The Mechanic's Edge.
One common work flow pattern that users tend to follow is:
1.

Shop foreman creates a new work order in the system.

2.

Shop foreman adds regular maintenance service events and/or repairs to be performed,
rd
any recommended parts to be used, any 3 party vendors, and any other special
instructions.

3.

Shop foreman prints the work order and gives it to the mechanic or manager who is
responsible for ensuring that the work is performed.

4.

The mechanic or supervisor will fill out the paper work order form, including the labor time,
rd
the actual parts used, or any 3 party services employed.

5.

Someone enters the data from the completed form into The Mechanic's Edge.

6.

Shop foreman can then run reports on the maintenance cost or service history of your
machines.

In The Mechanic's Edge, you can create paper work orders, or, if you already have paper work
orders that your guys are in the habit of using, you may prefer to use those, and simply enter the
information into The Mechanic's Edge after-the-fact.

Here are the steps to create a work order:
Step
1.

Set Up Your Mechanics
Setup | Workers | Worker
Setup

2.

Comments
In order to enter a work order, you need to assign the
work order to a mechanic, so those mechanics need to
be set up first. If you want to use The Mechanic's
Edge to keep track of labor costs, you should also set up
base pay rates for your mechanics under Setup |
Workers | Worker Base Pay Rates.

Create the Actual Work Order

Navigate to the menu item from the Main Menu and then

Work Orders | Order List or

click on the
button at the bottom of the work
order grid. You will get a window like the one shown
below:
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use this icon:

By clicking on 'Include Scheduled Maintenance', you can specify whether you want to
automatically include the maintenance items that are due (or overdue). The checkbox allows you
to include items that are within the warning buffer as well. (See the Chapter on Maintenance
Events for more information on Scheduling Maintenance.)
If you don't want to include any scheduled maintenance, but just want to create a blank work
order, click on the '”Create Blank Work Order'‟ radio button. You should see a window like this:
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The Create Work Order window has several sections and tabs as listed below:

View
1.

Work Order
Header

Comments
The header panel (see above picture) contains basic information regarding
the work order. This information includes:


Unit (use the
to change to pick a different unit if you mistakenly
chose the wrong one when you created the work order).



Last Service Meter: This is the most recent service meter reading
(non-editable).



Current Service Meter: Your mechanic should enter this reading
when the work order is performed.



Date Issued: Defaults to today.



Date Completed: Defaults to today. Update as appropriate.



Customer: The customer for whom the work is being performed
(will be billed). If the machine is your own, your own company is the
customer. (This field auto-fills based on the owner designated
when you set up the machine.)



Mechanic: The mechanic or supervisor who is responsible for the
work order‟s completion.



Complete: If checked, the work order has been completed and is
not editable.

2.

Regular
Maintenance
Tab

This tab includes maintenance events for the equipment unit. If you are
using the scheduled maintenance functionality of The Mechanic's Edge,
your scheduled maintenance events will automatically appear (unless, of
course, you have created a blank work order!). You can use the Add and
Delete buttons to add and remove maintenance items from this list.

3.

Repairs Tab

You can use this tab to add any incidental repairs that need to be
performed on a machine. Often times, a work order will have no scheduled
maintenance, but will have one (or more) repairs.
You can either choose from a pre-defined pick list of repairs, or simply
click Add and type a new repair right into the grid. This repair will be added
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to your list for use next time.

4.

Parts Tab

This tab is used to add parts to the work order. For more information on
adding parts to a work order, see Section 6.

5.

Labor Tab

This tab allows you to add the labor time for the work order. If you have
entered standard hours for the performance of a maintenance event when
you created your list of services (using the Services | Maintenance Services
menu item), those hours will be entered by default (of course, you can edit
them). In this tab, you can:

6.

Vendors



Enter one or more mechanic‟s (worker‟s) time on the work order.



Break the time down by task, if desired. (The task list is populated
based on the entries you made on your Regular Maintenance and
Repair tabs of the work order.) Alternatively, leave the task list
blank and simply enter the total hours worked by each mechanic in
connection with this work order.

This tab allows you to add any third party services that you purchase as
part of a work order. Enter the:
Date the work was performed;
Vendor that supplied you with the outside service;
Task (optional): Auto-populates with items entered on the Regular
Maintenance and Repairs tab.
Expense Code: use to categorize the expense as a part, labor, etc.
Invoice # (optional): Lets you cross reference the invoice # when the
vendor bills you.
Amount: Dollar amount paid for the service.
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GST (Canada only)
Total Cost: Amount + GST.
When you add a third party service to a work order, The Mechanic's
Edge allows you run a report by third party vendor to see the total amounts
paid to each outside vendor in a given period. Use the menu item Std
Reports | Vendor Statements | By Period.

7.

Description
of Work Tab

The Description of Work is just a text field which allows you to provide a
description of the work to be performed. This description will appear on the
“Costed” version of your printed work order.

8.

Special
Instructions
Tab

The “Special Instructions” tab is a text field which allows you to provide
special instructions to your mechanic. These instructions will appear on the
“Mechanic” version of your printed work order (but will not appear on the
“Costed” Version).

9.

Printing a
Work Order

At the bottom of the work order, you‟ll see a box to print either a Mechanic‟s
or a Costed version of the work order:


Mechanic‟s Version: blank version of the work order designed to
be printed out and handed to the mechanic to fill out manually as
he does the work.



Costed Version: version of the work order that lists all the work
performed, along with mechanic hours and associated costs, parts
used on the work order (and associated costs), third party
expenses, etc. Mechanics often like to print this version to include
in a paper file or 3-ring binder for that equipment unit.
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6. Creating & Using Maintenance Events
The Mechanic's Edge lets you build a list of commonly performed maintenance events so that
when you are creating work orders, you can pick from these pre-defined lists of events/tasks in
order to save yourself typing time. These predefined pick lists appear when you are working in
the first two tabs of a work order (the “Regular Maintenance” tab and the “Repair” tab).
Some users do not create pre-defined lists of commonly performed tasks. Instead, they
simply type free-form notes about the work they performed directly onto the “Description” tab of
the work order. It is up to you as the user, but if you take the time to set up your common events,
and then simply select the events from your list when entering your work order, there are some
nice reports that summarize your service events through time. Such reports are often more
informative than wading through a long list of free-form-typed comments from your mechanics.
They are especially nice if you need a detailed maintenance history for your machine.
You can manage your maintenance events for your machines in one of two ways:
(1) Manage maintenance events on an informal basis, whereby you enter each maintenance
event on a work order as it is performed; or
(2) Manage maintenance events according to a schedule.

 Managing Maintenance Events – No Schedule
Managing your maintenance events without a schedule is straight forward. The steps are:
Step
1.

Comments

Set up Maintenance Services

A maintenance service is a standard type
of service like „Inspect hoses‟ or „Grease
wheel bearings‟. Think of your service list
as a pre-defined list of “common tasks” for
a mechanic.

Services | Maintenance Services

When you create maintenance
services, you will be required to categorize
each service into one of 5 Service Types
(Inspect, Normal, Other, Repair, Replace).
These categories simply make it easier to
manage your service list.

Some users like to set up services like
„500 Hour Service‟ instead of listing out
the individual tasks involved in a 500 Hour
Service. Create whatever events seem
logical to you.

When you set up a maintenance service, you type whatever text you want in the code and the
description. Use the “Service Types” (see left side of the split window in the picture below).
When your cursor is in the “Service Type” column on the right, double-click the type on the left
and it will fill the service type cell with your selection.
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The line items in this grid with a service type of “REPLACE” are special entries that the
software creates for you automatically each time you create a new Part Type. (Part Types are
explained in more detail in Section 6.) Therefore, you need NOT set up “REPLACE” events
yourself.
If you record “Standard Hours” for each type of service, those hours will be auto-filled for the
mechanic when you put these services on the work order.
2.

Add a maintenance service to a work order for a machine.
See Section 4 above on Creating Work Orders.

 Managing Maintenance Events – Following a Maintenance Schedule
Note: if you do NOT want to use The Mechanic's Edge to manage scheduled maintenance,
you can skip this step.
Using a maintenance schedule to manage your service events involves the same steps as listed
above, with the addition of several more. These additional steps serve to automate the inclusion
of maintenance events that are due (or overdue) on a work order for a particular machine. There
is also a nice report that allows you to see what maintenance events are coming due for each of
your machines.

The additional steps for managing a maintenance schedule are:
Step

Comments
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1.

Set up Base Maintenance Schedule.

Each machine will be assigned
to one of your generic
schedule types. If certain
machines share a common set
of services to be done at
certain intervals, create one
Schedule and use it for all
similar machines. For example,
you might have a “Loader”
Schedule that you use for all
your loaders.

Schedules | Basic Schedules

As you decide how to create your
schedules, remember that each machine is
assigned to one and only one schedule.
2.

Set up Intervals
Schedules | Intervals
You may be fine with the intervals already
included in the software, but you can add your
own if needed

3.

Set up Maintenance Services

A maintenance service is a
standard type of service like
„Check Oil Level‟ (see
instructions above)

Services | Maintenance Services

4.

An interval is the number of
hours or miles or days
between service events, e.g.
500 hours or 10,000 miles (or
KMs). .

Add Maintenance Services to a Schedule
Schedules | Schedule Details

A maintenance schedule
includes a listing of services
that are to be performed at
given intervals. This step
involves adding services from
step 3 to each basic schedule
type and selecting the interval
at which the service will be
performed.

When you assign a service to a base schedule type, you identify the service and how
often the service is to be performed:
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In the example above, we have added a service called „CHK: Primary fuel filter‟ for the
„DOZER‟ schedule type and have indicated that this service should be performed every
250 hours.
All of your machines that are assigned to the „DOZER‟ schedule type will be prompted
for this service every 250 hours.
5.

Add Maintenance Schedule to Equipment Units
or Trucks
Setup | Equipment | Equipment Units

6.

Periodically update the service meters for the
machines (or odometer readings for the trucks).

Data Entry | Time Slips | Equipment Slips.

If you have not already done
so, you will need to identify the
basic schedule that applies to
each of your equipment units
on the „General‟ tab of the
spec sheets. To get to the
equipment spec sheet, use this
icon, and double-click on the
row for that machine.
The Mechanic's Edge uses
the hour/mileage readings to
identify the services that are
due once a certain meter
reading is reached.
Simply Click the Add button in
this window, and add an entry
with the date, machine, and
hour meter reading.

Or use this icon:

7.

Run the Current Service Status Report to see
which machines have overdue events.
Std. Reports | Current Service Status –
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8.

Summary

service is overdue, the last
column (next service meter)
will be in Red.

Create Work Order.

The Mechanic's Edge will
automatically add the overdue
services to a work order that is
created for the selected
machine.

Click on the
the bottom of the window.

button at

See Section 4 on Creating
Work Orders.

 Special Note on Maintenance Schedules
It should be evident from the preceding discussion that managing your maintenance
schedules can require a substantial amount of effort depending on the level of detail you want to
include in terms of the tasks that should be completed at each mileage, hours, or other time
interval. In the case of very detailed schedules, with many specific service events, the task of
setting up your schedules can be daunting. One simpler approach is to make your schedules
more general in nature. The example shown above shows a schedule called “General” with two
services: an annual inspection, and a 500 Hour Service. If you don‟t want to list out all the tasks
to be performed for the annual inspection and for the 500 hour service, this simplistic way of
setting up service events can be a functional approach that avoids a lot of set-up work.
As you work with The Mechanic's Edge, you can become more detailed in your schedules if
you so choose, and gradually build out your schedules over time.
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7. Using Parts on a Work Order
 Prep Work for Creating Your Parts List
You can maintain a Parts List or “catalog” in The Mechanic's Edge and classify the parts into
logical categories or “Part Types.” You can also indicate the Manufacturer for each part, and/or
the Preferred Vendor for each part. Think of the Parts List as a catalog of parts that you use as
your pick list when buying parts, adding parts to work orders, etc.
The steps to add a Part to The Mechanic's Edge are as follows:

Step
1.

Comments

Set up Part Type

Part Types are very useful for
organizing your part lists and for
ease of finding a particular part
number. Give careful thought to
the logical categories for your
business.

Parts | Basic Part Types

2.

Set up Preferred Vendors

You can record your part purchase
history in the software. If you
indicate a preferred vendor when
you set the part up in the parts list,
the software will default the vendor
to this preferred vendor when you
are entering purchases.

Setup | Preferred Vendors
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 Setting Up Parts in Your Parts List

Step
1.

Open the Parts List

Parts | Parts List Or click this icon

2.

Comments
Your Parts Grid will look like the window shown
below.
If you have inventory costing enabled, your Cost
column will NOT be editable. If you do not have it
enabled, you can edit the part cost directly in the
grid.

Use the ADD Button to Add a New
Part. You will get a window like the
one on the right:
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The Part window‟s fields are:

Descriptive Information
Your Part Number / Code

(Required) This is the exact part number you wish to use. It must be unique.

Description

(Required) This is a short description of the part.

Unit of Measure

Use the drop down menu and select the appropriate unit of measure, such as
„EACH‟ or „GALLON‟.

Part Type

Use the drop down menu and select your part type.

Manufacturer

Use the drop down menu and select the relevant company (or use the „1UNKNOWN‟ entry if you don‟t care to track the Manufacturer)

Preferred Vendor

Use the drop down menu and select the relevant Vendor (or use the „Not
Applicable‟ entry if you don‟t care to track a preferred vendor)

Cost

This field is optional. If you want, you can key in your estimated cost for this
part. This cost will follow the part onto a work order so that you can keep track
of the total costs of work performed in connection with each work order. (As
you purchase additional units of this same part, you will have the option to
update the part cost with the new cost associated with the bill you are putting in
The Mechanic's Edge.)
A note to users with inventory cost tracking enabled: you should enter your
costs when you create your opening balance for that part. From that point
forward, the software will manage the average inventory carrying cost for the
part based on your part purchase; you cannot manually edit the costs on the
part itself. See the chapter below for managing inventory for more information.

 Using the Buy Parts Feature to Record Part Purchases
If you decide you want to track some or all of your Part Purchases through The Mechanic's
Edge, you can do so using the Part Purchase icon
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The following is an explanation of the fields in the buy parts window.
Purchase Info
Date

The date of the transaction.

Part Type

The kind of part you are buying.

Part Code

The specific part code/number.

Serial #

If you have one and want to track it, enter it here.

Purchased From

The vendor you are buying the part from.

Invoice / Item

If you want to record an invoice #, put it in the invoice box. The item box lets
you record the line item number for a multi-item invoice from your parts supplier.

Account

The account you are charging for the transaction.

Quantity

The number of units you are buying.

Unit Price

The per-unit cost of the part.

Unit of Measure

This field auto-fills based on the unit of measure (e.g., Each, Gallon, Case) you
specified when you set up the part.

Parts Total

Calculated value: quantity multiplied by the unit price.

Freight

The cost of the freight.

GST (Canada only)

If this is checked, it applies your GST percentage on the total. In the U.S. this
field will be used for sales tax (if applicable).

Total

The total cost after GST is applied.
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Costing Frame
Costing: Old

Shows the cost currently displayed on your part setup entry in the Parts List.

Costing: New

Auto-fills based on the cost of the current purchase you are entering (i.e., the
price you paid).

Update Costing Checkmark

If this box is checked, the system will update the cost associated with this Part
in the Part List when you save this purchase. The next time you use this part
on a work order, the software will use this new cost on the part as you add it to
the work order.

 Using Parts on a Work Order
There are two ways that you can add a part to a work order for a machine. The first is simply to
select it from a pre-defined list that you have already set up (or add the part to the list “on the fly”
while you are in the work order window, if it‟s not already in the list). The second is to “Buy the
Part” directly onto the work order. This second method works nicely for situations where you
order a part specifically for use on a particular machine (rather than keep it in stock in your shop)
because you will generally have the bill from the part supplier handy when you are creating the
work order in The Mechanic's Edge.

Method 1: To add a part from a pre-defined pick list, follow these steps:

Step
1.

Comments

Follow the instructions above for adding a Part
to the Parts List.
Use the Parts Icon:
Click the “Add” button at the bottom of
the window. A blank row will appear
as shown below.

2.

Open a work order with this icon
and click on the Parts tab.
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3.

If you don‟t know the first few characters of the
part number, use the “Add/Lookup” button at the
bottom of the window.

The Add/Lookup window shown below
lets you search for parts by part type,
manufacturer, part code or
description.

Tips on Using the Add/Lookup Window
If you realize your part is not in the list, and you want to set it up “on the fly”, simply click the
“New” button in the above screen.
If you want to include parts that are categorized under different Part Types, you can find your first
part, click on the “Store” button to temporarily store that part in your selection list. Continue this
process until you‟ve got all the parts you want to use on this work order, and, then click OK to get
them added to your work order.
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Method 2: To “Buy a Part” directly onto the work order:

Step
1.

Comments

Follow the instructions above for adding a Part
to the Parts List.
Use the Parts Icon:
Click the “Add” button at the bottom of
the window. A blank row will appear
as shown below.

2.

Open a work order with this icon
and click on the Parts tab.
3.
Click the
button at the bottom of
the window. The Part Purchases window
appears. (See page 22-23 above for more
information on this window.)

Follow the instructions above for
entering a purchase, entering the
information for the part associated
with this current work order. When
you click OK in the “Buy Parts”
window, you will return to the Parts
tab of the work order. Your new part
will show as a new row on the work
order.

 Helpful Tips When Using Parts on a Work Order


Suppose you buy a part onto a work order, and then realize you made a mistake. You
can right mouse click on the relevant row in the parts grid, and select “Edit Purchase
Information.”



There may be times when you want to get a part number onto the work order (perhaps
because you want to print a work order for your mechanic that itemizes the part numbers
he needs to grab off the shelf), but you don‟t have the bill in front of you. You can go
ahead and add the part onto the work order immediately. Later, when you have the bill,
you can return to the work order, right click on the relevant row of the parts tab, and
select “Buy this Part.” That will allow you to record the actual purchase information for
this part.
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There may also be times where you use a part on a work order, but you have not had
time to enter cost information to get a cost into the system for the part. Later, you have
time to update the cost data in your parts list. You can then return to your work order,
highlight the row for this part, and click the “Update” button at the bottom of the screen.
This will update the cost information on this row to reflect the current cost in your parts
list.



To delete a row that you‟ve added by mistake, highlight the row and use the “Delete”
button at the bottom of the window.
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8. The Maintenance Window
The maintenance window is like Grand Central Station for all your equipment information. You
can use it to review all your work orders, service events, costs, etc. for each machine and print
corresponding reports associated with each equipment unit. You can also generate work orders
directly from the maintenance window.

To open this window, click on this icon:
The window is split into two panels; the left panel allows you to select an equipment unit and the
right panel is a grid that displays the data for the selected equipment unit.
The left panel allows you to select an equipment unit:

The six buttons at the bottom of this left panel control the data that are displayed in the right panel
of the window.

The default selection is scheduled maintenance.
Each of the six views is listed below.
View
1.

Scheduled
Maintenance

Comments
The grid shows each maintenance task, when it was last performed, the
meter reading when it was last performed and the next service meter -meaning the service meter when the task should be performed next. The
current meter reading for that machine is shown in the top panel of the
window (2815 in the example below). This reading is the highest meter
reading recorded (either on a work order directly, or through an equipment
slip) for that equipment unit.
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If the next service meter is shown in black, it means that the task is not
currently due. If the next meter is in red, it means that the task is overdue.
If the next service meter is shown in blue, it means that the task is within
the 'warning' period.
A warning buffer zone can be set up for each interval type (see the main
menu item Schedules | Intervals)

2.

Work Orders

The grid shows the work order history for the selected machine. By default
the grid will only show work orders that are not tagged as complete, but if
you uncheck the „Only Open Work Orders‟ checkbox at the top of the grid,
you can see all work orders for the machine.
By double-clicking on the row of a work order, you can call up all the
detailed data for that work order.
If you use the “Description of Work” tab on a work order, that description will
be displayed in the Notes column for the work order.

3.

Service
Events

The grid shows the detailed service history for the machine. All regular
maintenance service events and repairs (entered on the “Regular
Maintenance” and “Repairs” tabs of each work order) are shown in the grid.
You can control the date range of the events shown in the grid by changing
the „From‟ and „To‟ dates and then clicking on the
grid.
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4.

Hours

This view shows all the maintenance hours performed on an equipment
unit. Note: if a specific task is not assigned to a time entry, the hours will
still be reported, but the task will show „NONE‟
You can control the date range of the events shown in the grid by changing
the „From‟ and „To‟ dates and then clicking on the
grid.

5.

Cost

button to refresh the

This view shows the cost of all the maintenance performed on an
equipment unit. The view includes (1) your labor cost (loaded) for hours
performed (based on the hourly rates you set up for each worker), (2) the
rd
cost of any parts used, and (3) any payments to 3 party vendors for
services performed.
This view can be used to show the cost of maintaining and operating your
equipment unit over any specified date range.
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6.

Repairs

This view shows all the repairs that have been performed on a machine
over its life. A „repair‟ is any service event that is entered on the “Repairs”
tab of a work order.
See Chapter 9 on Managing Repairs.

You can click on the
button beneath the radio buttons to open the spec
sheet for the equipment you have selected.
When you use the radio buttons to view your work orders, costs, etc., in the right hand grid
of this window, you can click on a column heading in the grid to sort the data by that column.
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9. The Equipment Spec Sheet
When we refer to the “Spec Sheet” in The Mechanic's Edge, we are really referring to the entire
equipment summary window that you get when you add a new piece of equipment (or when you
double-click the row number for an existing piece of equipment). This summary window has
many very handy tabs in it, that allow you to see the Work Order History, the Parts Use History,
and the Costs associated with all work done on this equipment unit.

As you can see from the picture above, one of the tabs is specifically called “Spec Sheet.” This
“spec sheet” tab lets you create a list of all the specific part numbers (e.g., filters, fluids, etc.) to
be used when servicing this particular equipment unit. It also lets you reference specific
components (that is, major parts such as an engine, which has its own serial number that you
want to track).
To add a part or a component, simply click the “Add” button, pick the relevant part(s) from your
pre-defined list, and click OK. Depending on whether you had tagged the part as a regular part or
a major component when you first created the part, it will either appear in the “components” or
“parts” section of this sheet. You can then indicate the number of this item that are needed when
you replace them (in the Count) field, along with any comments you want to add. (The remaining
columns for date last replaced, etc. will be filled in as you add work orders into the system and
use this part on the work order.)
If you right click on a part or component you will be presented with a menu containing the
following options:
-

Add Part: Allows you to add a part or component, just like clicking the “Add” button

-

Delete Part: Allows you to delete the selected part or component, just like clicking the
“Delete” button

-

Move Up: Moves the selected part or component up in the parts list

-

Move Down: Moves the selected part or component down in the parts list
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The Scheduling, Work Order History, Parts Use, and Cost tabs are a handy way to see at a
glance a history of all the activity associated with this machine, based on your work order entries.


Scheduling Tab: If you use the Scheduled Maintenance part of the system, you will see
a history of when the scheduled items have been performed, and on which work order
the service was completed.



WO History: This tab lists all the work orders in your database associated with this
machine, sorted by work order number.



Parts Use: This tab provides a listing of all parts used on this machine on all work
orders, again sorted by most recent work order number at the top.



Cost: This tab provides a listing of all costs associated with the work orders associated
with this equipment unit. This summary captures labor costs for your mechanic
(assuming you‟ve entered labor hours on the work orders, and have set up an hourly rate
for your mechanics), parts costs, and outside repair costs.



Notes: the “Notes” tab lets you type in free-form text about this piece of equipment,
separate and apart from entries made on specific work orders.

Here is an example of the parts use tab:
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10.

Incidental Repairs

The Mechanic's Edge allows you to manage incidental repairs. For example, suppose an
operator reports a broken radio or cracked windshield. This repair may not need to be performed
immediately, but may wait until the next time a mechanic works on the machine. In The
Mechanic's Edge, you can enter these repairs into the system and you will be reminded that
they are outstanding until they have been fixed.
The steps are:
Step
1.

Comments

Set up the Repair event (item) if it is not already set up.
Repair items are set up under
Services | Maintenance Services
And the Service Type is set to „REPAIR”

2.

Add the outstanding repair item to the machine
Data Entry | Equipment | Outstanding Repairs
Or
Data Entry | Trucks | Outstanding Repairs

3.

Create work order for the equipment unit / truck.

Make sure that the service type is
set to „REPAIR‟. We require that the
repair be added to the set up list
because it is very common for repair
items to be used over and over. By
setting up the item once, you will
save yourself the trouble of re-typing
every time that same repair needs to
be done on this or any machine.
Use this grid to enter your
outstanding repairs. The description
field allows you to be more specific
in describing the problem. You will
be reminded that the repair is
outstanding until it is marked as
complete.

When creating the work order,
you must check the option
„Include Scheduled Maintenance‟
for the repair to be automatically
added to the work order. If you
select „Create Blank Work Order‟ it
will not be added.
If you elect to not make the repair at
this time, you can always delete it
from the current work order, but it
will continue to appear on future
work orders until it is marked as
complete.
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4.

Complete the Repair. Mark the repair as complete on the work order (using the Complete
checkmark on the Repair line item) to clear from the list of outstanding repair items.
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11.

Managing Inventory with Mechanic’s Edge

 Background
If you have purchased the inventory module with The Mechanic's Edge, you will be able to set
up opening balances for each part that you set up in your catalog, complete with an opening cost
per unit, the number of units on hand, and the inventory location. As you buy parts into inventory,
you will specify an inventory location for the parts, and the software will add these parts to the
parts you already have on hand and will update the average cost of the parts in inventory by
taking a weighted average of the current average per unit cost and the new per unit cost,
weighted by the count of parts you had on hand relative to the count you are purchasing.
Likewise, as you use parts on a work order, you will be required to specify an inventory location
where the parts came from, and the software will reduce the count you have on hand by that
amount. (The per-unit cost that gets put on the work order when you use the part is simply the
average cost for that part, which will be reflected in your inventory.)
We assume that you have read Chapter 6 above on Managing Parts. This chapter will explain
the new things you will see when you use parts in the system if you have the inventory feature
enabled.

 Important Settings You Should Understand

1.

Inventory Locations
By default, your software will only allow you to set up
main inventory locations (such as Shop, Atco Trailer,
Basement, etc), but not Inventory sub-locations (such
as Aisle 1, Bin 3, etc.)
You can change this setting by going to the File |
System Configuration menu item, where you will see
the settings that appear on the right. Check the
“Enable Specific Locations” Box if you want to require
that you indicate both main and sublocations as you
buy and use parts.

2

Inventory Costing: If you do not want the software to
keep up with inventory costs, you can elect to have it
strictly track quantities on hand, without keeping a
running average of the cost for that part.
The default is to track both costs and physical
inventory. If you want to only track physical
quantities, select the radio button shown to the right.
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3

Tracking Serial Numbers: If you carry parts in
inventory that have distinct serial numbers. You will
want to check the box shown to the right. It is NOT
checked by default.

The remainder of this chapter assumes that you have kept the standard settings (i.e., only use
specific storage locations, track both costs and quantities, and do NOT use serial numbers).

 Creating Inventory Locations and Opening Balances
When you first set up the software, you will need to create your inventory locations, and you will
also need to enter your opening balance information for each part, based on a physical inventory
that you do when you first get the software.
1.

Create Inventory Locations
Use the menu item:
Setup | Inventory Storage |
Primary Locations
You can edit the names of these
locations, and add other locations
as well.
Note: If you configured the system
to allow you to track Inventory
Sublocations, use the menu item:
Setup | Inventory Storage |
Specific Locations
Here, you will add specific locations
(sublocations), and indicate which
Main Location this specific location
belongs to.
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2a.

Create Opening Balances

Click the
new part.

icon to add a

Use the ADD Button to Add a New
Part. You will get a window like the
one on the right. Notice the
Opening Balance Button, and notice
that the cost field is grayed out.
That‟s because you enter the cost
when you create the opening
balance.
Click on the Opening Balance
Button to proceed.
2b.

Click the Add button to display a
window like the one on the right.
Enter the date you counted your
inventory, the inventory location, the
number of units you have on hand,
and the per-unit cost.
In this example, we have the same part in two different
locations. We have also indicated that the parts were
carried at a different cost. (Maybe the ones in the ATCO
trailer were purchased a few seasons ago.) We did this
example to illustrate a subtle point about the average
costing rules:
If you enter the same parts in different locations, the
software will average those costs together so that you
carry the parts at only one average cost. You will see
this averaging occur as you click OK. The grayed out
“cost” field will reflect the average.

3.

Review Inventory Balances

See the section later in this chapter that explains this
window in more detail.

Use the
icon to review
your inventory balances and per
unit carrying costs at any point in
time.
You will see a window like the one
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shown on the right.

 Buying Parts Into Inventory

You will continue to Buy Parts using the

icon, as explained in Chapter 6.

The window will look slightly different, as
explained in the screen shot below. The
biggest different is that you now must indicate
what inventory location you are buying this
new part into.
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 Reviewing Inventory Balances

Use this

icon.

Each time you buy parts into inventory or use
parts on a work order, the software will update
your current inventory balances based on those
transactions. You can review those balances
at any time you‟d like using the icon. A few
comments are in order about this review
window, as explained below.

 Inventory Reports
There are four reports listed under Standard Reports | Inventory. These reports are only visible
if you have the inventory feature enabled.

Report Name

Purpose

Current Cost, by Part Type

Report shows the total value of all parts you currently have in stock
(and is thus independent of the concept of a date range per se).
The report shows one line per Part Type, with the total $ value in
stock.

Inventory Duplicates, by Location

This report lets you see if you have any of the same part numbers
stored in different inventory locations. It is generally only used if
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you are trying to trouble-shoot an inventory discrepancy or
question.
Balance Report

This report allows you to see a history of all transactions
associated with a part. Again, it is generally only used if you are
trying to troubleshoot an inventory discrepancy.

Parts on Work Order – No Cost

This report allows you to see if you have any parts on a work order
at zero cost within a given date range. It is good to check this
report every month to ensure that you do not have any parts where
you‟ve failed to assign a cost, and yet have used them on a work
order.

 Common Questions Regarding Inventory

How Exactly Does the Average Costing Work?
There are a few important things to understand about the average cost calculations:
1. Each time you buy parts into inventory, the system recalculates the average cost by
summing the quantities and the costs for all prior purchases across all time, taking that
ratio of the total $ / total units to yield the average per unit cost, and deducting the
quantities and costs of all parts used on work orders.
2. The cost is updated in the system at the time you save the transaction, regardless of the
date that you key into the purchase entry window as the date that you made the actual
purchase. So, if you record a purchase today, but you date that purchase with a date of
last week, the software will update the average cost as of today, when you save that
transaction. If anyone used that part on a work order between last week and today, that
work ticket will reflect the average cost that was carried in the system as of last week.
The fact that you have now entered a week-old purchase transaction that changed your
average cost only affects any work orders where that part is subsequently used. The only
way you can change the cost on a part that was used on a work ticket last week is if you
open that work ticket, highlight the row, and use the "Update" button in the parts tab of
the work ticket.
3. If you have a part stored in multiple locations, the averaging will occur across all locations
(and sublocations) where that part is stored.

What Happens if I Allow Inventory to Go to Zero or Go Negative?
In the real world, you obviously cannot have negative inventory on hand. That said, unless you
have one heck of a good corporate policy in place and essentially keep your parts room under
lock and key by the shop foreman, a software system that you can actually use in the real world
will need to let you use a part on a work ticket, even if the software shows that there is not
enough inventory available for the transaction you are trying to create.
If you attempt to save a work ticket with a part entry that will put that part into a negative balance,
the software will warn you. If you continue, the current inventory table will show negative quantity
at a positive price. (The price will be whatever average unit price your inventory was carried at
when you drew it into a negative position.)
When you finally do buy more of that part into inventory, it's important that you understand how
the system will calculate the average cost. An example is the easiest way to understand.
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Suppose you make an inventory transaction that leaves you with -1 quantity at an average cost of
$20 (the average cost associated with the part when you made the transaction that put your
balance into the red). Your work ticket will reflect the $20 unit cost.
Suppose you then buy 2 more units in at a cost of $30 each, or $60 in full. While the average cost
of these 2 new parts is $15, the average cost at which your inventory is carried will NOT be $15.
Why? Because you had a total cost in inventory of negative 20. This new purchase of $60 brings
that total in your cost pool to $40. Your quantity on hand after the purchase is 1 unit. So, your
average cost is $40.
The word of warning here is that if you allow your inventory to go very far into a negative balance,
and you have a substantial change in your per unit cost, and you have only bought enough parts
into inventory to bring your balance up to 1 or 2 units, then you only have these 1 or 2 units to
spread the cost change over.

What if I Need to Adjust the Quantities on Hand for Certain Parts?
Suppose you do a physical count and realize that your part counts in the software are
inconsistent with the physical part counts. You can go into the current inventory grid and edit the
counts to reflect your accurate physical counts.
Why would this type of adjustment need to be made? In theory, it shouldn't! But, unless you have
a shop foreman that keeps all parts under a lock and key and never allows anyone to walk out
with physical parts in his hand, there is a good chance that at some point along the way,
someone will take a part, and will fail to account for it on a work order in the system. Or someone
will forget to buy the part into inventory even though the box has been sent to the shop and the
part put on the shelf.

What if I Need to Adjust the Average Costs for Certain Parts?
The average unit cost of a part in inventory is updated by the software when you buy parts into
the system. When the part purchase is saved to the inventory transactions table, the new average
cost is calculated by summing all the previous additions and reductions from inventory and
dividing the total cost by the total quantity. The inventory transaction table fires a database trigger
that then updates the current inventory table. That table, in turn, fires a trigger to update the parts
table. So, you cannot edit the calculated value anywhere in the system.
That said, if you do need to change the average cost, you can purchase the part into inventory
using the Buy Parts window. You would put a positive or cost in with a quantity of zero. In the
example below, I have 12 units in the shop at a cost of $55, but I want to reduce that cost to $50
per unit. To do so, I would buy 0 units at a unit price of -60 (number of units x the -$5 per unit
price decrease I'm trying to achieve). When I click OK and review my current inventory grid, I will
see that I now have 12 units at a per unit cost of $50.

What if I Want to Update the Cost of a Part on a Work Order?
There may be times when you have used a part on a work ticket, and then made some type of
cost adjustment to the part after you used the part. If you want to update the part on a work ticket
to reflect the current cost, you can open the work ticket, highlight the row, and click the
button. That should have the effect of updating the cost on the work ticket to match
the cost in inventory.
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A word of caution here: your part sales price may change as well, if the current sales price on the
part table differs from the sales price used when the part was initially put on the work ticket. Also,
if the customer is a preferred customer with a special markup, then when you update the cost on
the part, the price will update accordingly.

What if I Need to Use a New Part Before its Purchase Information is
Entered?
There may be times when you need to use a part before it has been purchased into the system.
If this ever happens just follow the steps below:
Steps:
1. Add the part with a cost of $0 with no opening balance.
2. Use the part on a work order. The cost will be zero, and the inventory will go negative.
This is fine.
3. Enter your purchase information using the Buy Parts window (e.g., you purchase 5 units
at $50 each). Your inventory balance grid would now show 4 on hand at $50 each.
4. Go back to the work order from step 2, highlight the part where you have zero cost, and
hit the “Update” button. That should update the cost, and everything should be good!
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12.

Managing Third Party Sales Through The Mechanic’s Edge

 Background
If you have purchased the outside sales module with The Mechanic's Edge, you will be able to
generate invoices for work that you do for third party customers. Such work might involve
repairing their equipment, or it might simply involve sales of parts from your parts storefront.
When you charge out labor, you will be able to distinguish the cost to you of that labor versus the
rate that you will charge your customer for the labor services. Likewise, when you sell parts, you
will be able to distinguish between the cost of the parts to you relative to the price you are
charging your customers. The customer, of course, will never see your cost information; they will
only see the sales price you are charging them.

 Important Configuration Settings

There are some important settings related to the outside sales module that you should review and
understand. These settings are located under the File | System Configuration menu item.
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 Setting Up Customers

1.

Add the Customer to Your List.
Use the menu item:
Setup | Customers

Your entry in the “Company” field (see below) will be
used as the official Customer name on your invoice.
The address information will also be used on your
invoice.

Use the
button at the
bottom of the window. The
Company
When you create an equipment unit that is owned
by someone other than your own company, the software
will automatically add them to the customer list. If they
are a preferred customer, you will need to edit the entry
to reflect that.

2.

Indicate the customers‟ “preferred
status.”
When you create a work
order/invoice for a given customer,
the system will default the sales
prices for the parts on the invoice to
reflect the preferred status of that
particular customer.

You will see two columns on the right side of the
customer grid. If the customer is preferred, and gets the
standard preferred customer pricing that you set up in
the configuration settings explained above, then simply
check the “Preferred” box, and leave the Preferred
Markup as 0.
If the customer gets a special preferred markup, check
the preferred box, and indicate their special markup.
(See Harriet‟s Logging below.)
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 Setting Prices for Your Parts

1.

Use this icon to open your parts list.

Use the right side of the window as your “Pricing
Calculator.” You can either set your sales prices using a
Cost Plus method or a List Less method.
Cost Plus: you set the prices by applying a markup
(which you specify) to your average cost. The average
cost is automatically picked up from the left side of the
window and used on the right side in the “Pricing
Calculator” frame. (See below.)

Use the
button to Add
a New Part. You will get a window
like the one below.

List Less: You Enter a manufacturer-suggested retail
(list) price (MSRP), and you enter a discount
percentage.
There is a more detailed explanation of how these two
methods work below.

2. Finalize and Save your Prices from the Pricing
Calculator. Use the Apply button shown above.

You can either accept that pricing (by clicking the
Apply button, which transfers the calculations to
the actual price fields.) Alternatively, you can
edit the percentages if the defaults are not
appropriate for this particular part. Remember, it
It is the prices in the top right panel that will
be saved with the part when you click OK.
If you don't want to use the pricing
calculator, you can simply type your standard
and preferred sales prices (the prices you'll
charge your customers when you put the part on
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a work ticket) in the "Current Pricing" panel in the
top right. If you type your prices in directly, the
system will automatically calculate the implied
markup. (This implied markup is simply the ratio
of your price to your cost basis – 1.)

More on “Cost Plus” Versus “List Less”
This example shows how the same part that costs you $19.50 can either be priced for sale to
your customer under either the “Cost Plus” or “List Less” methods.
Cost Plus

List Less

The software will calculate for you the price you‟d
need to use to be consistent with your standard
and preferred markup default percentages. In
the example below, the cost of $19.50 is marked
up by 40% to yield a price for standard
customers of $27.30. (The preferred markup of
20% yields a preferred sales price of $23.40.)

The software takes whatever MSRP you specify
($25 in this case), and it discounts that price by
your standard and preferred percentages,
respectively, to arrive at a final sales price of
$22.50 for standard customers, and $21.25 for
preferred customers.

There is a setting Under the File | System Configuration menu item on the “Outside Sales”
tab where you can elect to use one or the other pricing method to simplify things. By default, the
“Make Both Options Available” box is checked, but you can uncheck it and pick the radio button
at the top to indicate whether you want to strictly use the cost plus method or the list less method.
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An Important Note About Changing Your Prices
Once you set your sales prices in this parts window, the sales prices will remain fixed until you
change them. So if your costs begin to increase, you will need to revisit the above window. You
would simply double-click on the row of the part whose price you want to change, use the “Pricing
Calculator” frame in the bottom right of the window, and then click the
explained above.

button, as

You can also revise your price for a part right at the time you are entering a part purchase.

The Update Button brings up another window that looks like this:
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 Setting Charge-Out Rates for Your Labor

The “Charge-Out Rate” is the rate that will be used on
your work order/invoice as the rate that your customer is
charged for this mechanic‟s labor hours.

1.

Click on the
Icon.

Workers

Go to the
Tab.
If you have a rate change, add a new row for the
same worker with a new effective date.

 Create Work Orders & Invoices for Customers Whose Equipment You
Service
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1.

Ensure that customer‟s machine is
set up in the equipment list as
belonging to the proper owner (your
customer). Use this icon:

In this example below, Machine H100 is owned by an
outside company: Harriet.

2.

Use this menu item:

Ensure that the customer that gets automatically created
by the software when you set up the machine owner has
the proper “Preferred” Status, and that the contact
information is complete.

Setup | Customers

3.

Create a Work Order. Use this
icon:

When you create the work order, you can over-ride the
Labor Rate with a charge-out rate other than the default
if you want. Simply edit the rate in the grid:

Likewise, you can edit the sales price information on the
parts tab directly in the grid.

Remember: the cost is the cost of that part to you. The
Sales Price is the only number the customer will see on
his invoice.
If you want to charge for Shop Supplies (based on the
percentage you specified to be applied to the Labor
charges in the System Configuration settings), be sure
to check the box at the top of the work order:

4.

Review and Print your Invoice.

Use the Print button at the bottom of the work order
window to preview and ultimately print your invoice.

From the Preview screen, use the
or more copies of the Invoice.
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5.

6.

Look up Invoice by Invoice Number
or by Work Order Number if a
customer has questions.

In the work order window, you can use the Search
by Feature in the bottom left of the window. Remember
to click the green arrow to bring back your resulting
invoice.

Review Outside Sales for a Given
Date Range.

This report lets you select a given date range and one or
more customers.

Use this menu item:

You can either sort by Day, or sort by Customer.

Standard Reports | Sales Report.

 Create Invoices for “Cash Sale” Customers
If you run a parts store-front, you may get walk-in traffic from customers who are paying cash for
their purchase. In this case, you don‟t want to record information about a specific equipment unit,
or a specific customer, but you do need to generate an invoice.

1.

Use this icon:

This icon will bring up a work order where the customer
is automatically set to “Third Party.” It also defaults the
work order to the Parts tab. Simply complete the work
order like you normally would, and print it. The
customer will simply say: “Third Party” on the invoice.
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2.

Review the Sales for a Given Day,
Week, etc.

This report lets you select a given date range and one or
more customers.

Use this menu item:

You can either sort by Day, or sort by Customer. If you
are trying to balance your sales register for the day, run
the report for Today‟s date, and sort by Date.

Standard Reports | Sales Report.
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